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Abstract— This paper presents a detailed description and 

analysis of a joint submission of Institute for Infocomm Research 

(I2R) and National University of Singapore (NUS), which is the 

top performing system to AP16-OL7 Challenge. The submitted 

system was a fusion of two sub-systems: the i-vector system and 

GMM-SVM system, both based on state-of-the-art bottleneck 

feature. Central to our work presented in this paper is a 

language-dependent UBM GMM-SVM system and traditional i-

vector polynomials expansion with SVM classifier. The FoCal 

toolkit was used for sub-system fusion. Experimental results 

show that the proposed approach achieves significant 

improvement over the baseline system on the development and 

evaluation sets. Our final submission achieve EER 0.440%, 

1.09% and identification rates 98.9%, 97.6% on the development 

set and evaluation set, respectively.    

1. INTRODUCTION 

The center for speech and language technologies (CSLT) at 

Tsinghua University and Speechocean jointly organized the 

oriental language recognition (OLR) challenge during the 

Asia-Pacific Signal and Information Processing Association 

(APSIPA) Annual Summit and Conference in 2016 [1]. The 

aim and emphasis of the evaluation were to promote study 

and research for oriental multilingual speech and languages 

processing [1, 2, 3].  This competition campaign was based on 

Seven-Oriental-Language (AP16-OL7) recognition task. The 

competition datasets were provided by Speechocean for the 

challenge participants.  In this paper, we present the research 

method and analysis of the joint submission by researchers 

from Institute for Infocomm Research (I
2
R) and National 

University of Singapore (NUS) Singapore to AP16-OL7 

campaign. 

Our contribution is two-fold. Firstly, we use the bottleneck 

features (BNF) extracted using a deep neural network (DNN) 

to replace the traditional MFCC-based SDC [4] feature to 

extract i-vector and GMM-SVM supervector, which leads to a 

significant improvement for the language recognition 

performance. During the GMM-SVM supervector extraction, 

language-dependent GMM strategy was applied to extract the 

language-dependent supervectors. Secondly, we use pair-wise 

SVM classifier to train model and improve pair-wise language 

recognition performance. Score level calibration and FoCal 

fusion [5] were further used to combine the i-vector and 

GMM-SVM scores into our final submission. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces 

the training, development and evaluation datasets provided by 

Speech-ocean for the AP16-OL7 Challenge, as well as our in-

house development dataset design. Section 3 describes the 

frontend feature extraction.  Section 4 presents the classifiers 

used in the evaluation. Section 5 describes the score 

calibration, system fusion method and performance evaluation 

metric for AP16-OL7 challenge. Finally, the experimental 

results on both the development and evaluation sets are 

presented and discussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the 

paper. 

2. DATABASE 

2.1. AP16-OL7 Language Database 

SpeechOcean provided the AP16-OL7 multilingual database 

[1, 6] for this challenge.  All the data are mobile channel style. 

It includes in total 7 languages, which are Mandarin, 

Cantonese, Indonesian, Japanese, Russian, Korean and 

Vietnamese. The amount of dataset of each language was 

about 10 hours speech from 24 speakers (gender balanced). 

Each speaker recorded around 300 utterances. The read 

speeches were recorded with mobile phones, at a sampling 

rate of 16 kHz and 16 bits resolution. The datasets for Korean 

and Japanese languages were collected at both quiet and noise 

conditions. The datasets for the remaining 5 languages 

(Cantonese, Indonesia, Mandarin, Russian and Vietnamese) 

were only recorded in a quiet condition. For each language, 

speech utterances from 18 speakers were used for 

training/development purpose and the remaining 6 speakers 

were used for the final evaluation test.  The dataset has in 

total 71 hours speech signals.  More details are available in 

the AP16-OL7 Evaluation Plan [1]. 

2.2.  Development Dataset Design. 

Based on the training/development dataset provided by AP16-

OL7, similar to [1], we also design a development dataset to 

evaluate our system for algorithm development and parameter 

tuning. Among 18 speakers from each language in the 

development set, we selected 2 male and 2 female speakers as 

the development test utterances and remaining 14 speaker 

utterances were used for training. Table 1 shows overall the 

speaker partitioning of the AP16-OL7 dataset used in the 

challenge, which is quite similar to the partitioning originally 

provided by the organizer [1]. They chose 3 speakers out of 



18 for testing and remaining 15 speakers for the training. So it 

has slight difference for the 18 speaker splits. Our design has 

one speaker less in the training set and one speaker more in 

the test set.   

Table 1 
AP16-OL7 Development and Evaluation Data 

[1]  
Language 

  Training data Evaluation 
data 

# spk #Utt/spk # spk/ 
training 

# spk/ 
test 

# spk 

 Cantonese 24 320 14 4 6 

Mandarin 24 300 14 4 6 

Indonesia 24 320 14 4 6 

Japan 24 320 14 4 6 

Russia 24 300 14 4 6 

Korea 24 300 14 4 6 

Vietnam 24 300 14 4 6 

3. FRONT END FEATURE EXTRACTION 

3.1. Bottleneck Feature (BNF) 

Performances of language recognition systems are typically 

improved by employing robust features, which are able to 

capture relevant language characteristics while suppressing 

irrelevant details such as noises and/or speaker attributes, etc. 

One such feature is the bottleneck feature (BNF) which is 

widely used in many speech recognition systems. In this paper, 

we follow the implementation described in [7] to generate 

BNF. The procedures are briefly summarized here. 

At first, a language-independent GMM-HMM system is 

trained to align audio frames with 13,336 senone labels. The 

input feature to this system is the traditional 39-dimensional 

MFCC. Once the frame alignment with senone labels is 

accomplished, we could start to train a deep neural network 

(DNN) which has 13,336 output units. For this task, a fully 

connected feed-forward network is adopted. The network has 

7 hidden layers, of which the second to last hidden layer is 

designated as bottleneck layer. It has only 64 units with linear 

outputs, while other hidden layers have 1024 units with 

rectified linear outputs. The features used to train the DNN 

are the 40-dimensional filter bank and 3 pitch-related features 

with their first and second-order derivatives. Thus far, the 

features are preprocessed by normalizing with global mean 

and variance, then normalizing once more with per utterance 

mean and variance. To capture a wider context, 21 contiguous 

frames are stacked as an input to the DNN, resulting in an 

input layer with 2709 units.  

Once the DNN is trained, the linear outputs of bottleneck 

layer are extracted as BNF. 

3.2 Voice Activity Detection (VAD) 

We adopted spectral subtraction to assist robust speech/non-

speech frames selection for language recognition tasks under 

different noise conditions [8]. The spectral subtraction method 

has its advantages over its low computation requirement and 

implementation complexity. The desired speech sections   

after the noise subtraction are given as [8]: 
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where )(iT  is the i-th frame power (dB) after applying noise 

spectral subtraction. The max() operator is to find the 

maximum value in the entire frame powers of utterance. 
SNRT  

is the downshift value from the maximum power point and 

minT  is the lowest bound threshold required for the useful 

speech frames. The raw pcm data should be in the range from 

-1 to 1. During the evaluation, we chose 
SNRT and 

minT  as 46 

(dB) and -65 (dB), respectively. The detail of method can be 

found in [8].  

4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 

4.1.  I-vector SVM  

The bottleneck features were chosen for extracting the i-

vectors. The frame-based bottleneck features were first 

extracted using the bottleneck DNN. The proposal VAD 

method was applied to the bottleneck features to remove the 

non-speech section frames. The selected speech frames were 

then used to train a universal background model (UBM) with 

512 Gaussian Mixtures with diagonal covariance matrices.  

The UBM was used to train the total variability matrix and the 

600 dimension i-vectors were extracted. The i-vectors were 

expanded by using polynomials up to the second-order and 

used as inputs to SVM. The 600 dimensions i-vectors were 

then expanded into an 180,901 dimensions supervectors. The 

expanded supervector 
ib  is first subtracted by its means and 

then normalized by the unit norm as. 
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where 
om  is the mean of the supervector 

ib  and   is norm 

operation. 

4.2. GMM-SVM System 

The GMM-SVM system also uses the bottleneck feature to 

extract the supervectors to construct kernels of support vector 

machines (SVMs). The N=7 individual 512 Gaussian mixture 

component models are trained based on the language-

dependent training data. The means of the GMM mixture 

components are combined to a supervector 
iS , which is 

subtracted by its mean and normalized by the unit norm as.  
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As a result, the 64 dimension bottleneck feature was expanded 

into 32,768 dimension supervector. Meanwhile, 7 sets of 

language-dependent GMM supervectors were generated. We 



used the mean value of the 7 set of supervectors testing scores 

as the final GMM-SVM system output.  

4.3.  SVM Classifier 

For this evaluation, the pair-wise training strategy [9] was 

chosen to train the SVM language models.  For AP16-OL7 

Challenge, we have N=7 target languages. For pair-wise 

SVM training, a target language model is trained against other 

6 individual language datasets at a time.  For the case N=7 in 

AP16-OL7, there are total 21 unique combination pair-wise 

models. The SVM pair-wise training model is computed by 

[9]: 

miSVMf imtrainim    ),(,
                       (4) 

In the test stage, a test supervector 
iS  is scored against all 

the 21 combination models. The score for the k-th language 

model is computed by choosing the minimum score among its 

related 6 pair-wise models as [10].  

kjN1,jSfSVMScore ijktestik   ,...,  )),(min( ,,
  (5) 

5. SCORE CALIBRATION, FUSION AND PERFORMANCE  

5.1. Score Calibration and Fusion 

For this task, we employed one-vs-rest strategy to train 

different subsystems. Thus, given M subsystems and N 

languages, there are MN classifiers in total, with M classifiers 

for each individual language. In [7], we explored various 

score calibration and fusion techniques to combine scores 

from multiple subsystems. Regardless of its simplicity, linear 

fusion is shown to be effective, easy to implement and 

generalized well. For each language, the linear fusion score is: 
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where 
M

mm 1}{  are the weights of each subsystems, β is a N-

dimensional bias vector, and the index t indicates trials. The 

fusion parameters are calibrated using the FoCal Multi-class 

toolkit [5] to minimize the llrC cost on a development set. 

Language detection scores are formed, for each language 

cluster, were obtained by forming the log-likelihood ratio [11], 

according to Bayes’ rule, as follows 
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Since 1 famiss CC and 5.0arg ettP , the detection threshold 

is set to 0, where 0)( nDET LS  indicates 
nL  as the language 

class for a test segment. 

In this challenge, we submitted 2 fusion systems, one primary 

and one contrastive demonstrating the effects with and 

without the above backend score processing. 

5.2. Performance Metric  

The AP16-OL7 challenge uses the same definition as LRE 

2015 [1, 12]. It uses 
avgC  as the primary evaluation metric to 

decide the system performance position.  Give the pair-wise 

loss that consists of the missing Pmiss and false alarm PFA 

probabilities for a target/non-target language pair as follows 

[1, 12]: 

),()1()(),( jiFAtargetimisstargetji LLPPLPPLLC       (8) 

where 
iL and 

jL  are the target and non-target languages and 

5.0TargetP  in the challenge [1, 12]. The evaluation cost 

metric 
avgC  is computed by the average of the above pair-

wise loss as: 
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where N=7 and  

)1/()1(  NPP targetNon_target . 

Besides 
avgC , the equal error rate (EER) rate, the minimum 

Detection Cost Function (minDCF) ) [1, 7, 12] and the 

Language Identification Rate (IDR) [13] are also very popular 

to evaluate the language recognition system performance. In 

particularly, the Language Identify Rate (IDR) is defined as: 

Total

Correct

T

T
IDR                                (10) 

where 
CorrectT  is total correct utterances and 

TotalT  is total 

utterances. 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, we compare system performances among the 

baseline provided by organizer [1, 6], our proposed i-vectors, 

GMM-SVM system, two submitted fusion systems on both 

development and evaluation sets.  We first analyze the system 

performance based on the primary evaluation metric Cavg.  We 

also compare the system performances over the EER rate, 

minDCF, DET plot curve, and identification rate (IDR).  

We selected the Organizer’s i-vector-SVM (Poly) system 

on development G1 set [1] as the dev baseline and i-vector-

SVM (Poly) system on evaluation set as the evaluation 

baseline [6].  Table 2 shows the Cavg results of the baseline, 

our two individual systems, two fusion systems and the 

relative improvement over the baselines.  From the results, we 

can see that our individual, fusion systems have significant 

improvement over the baseline system on both development 

and evaluation sets. Our i-vector single system has over 



67.7% and 57.8% relative improvement over the baselines on 

the dev and eval sets, respectively.  One possible reason may 

be the bottleneck feature used in our system instead of the 

baseline’s tranditional MFCC features.    

We also observed that the fusion of GMM-SVM and i-

vector systems can achieve obvious improvement over 

individual system, although two systems used the same BNF.  

The FoCal fusion system achieves 88.4% and 64.4% relative 

improvement over the baselines on dev and eval sets for Cavg, 

respectively.  So, it is also important to use different classifier 

in score fusion. Meanwhile, from the linear and fusion results, 

we also observed that the score calibration [11] and FoCal 

based fusion [5] have great advantage over simple linear 

fusion on the primary metric Cavg.  So it is crucial to apply the 

relative score calibration and fusion strategies to achieve good 

Cavg. 

Table 2 

Cavg Results of the Baseline System, Individual Systems and Fusion 
Systems on the Dev and Eval Sets 

 DEV Set Eval Set 

 Cavg IMP. Cavg  IMP. 

Baseline* (i-vector 
SVM poly) 

0.0372 -- 0.0306 -- 

GMM-SVM  0.0082 80.0% 0.0142 55.3% 

i-vector ploy SVM  0.0120 67.7% 0.0129 57.8% 

Linear fusion 0.0073 80.4% 0.0170 44.4% 

FoCal fusion  0.0043 88.4% 0.0112 63.4% 
*Dev dataset baseline was extracted from paper [1] “i-vector svm ploy” system dataset 
“G1”. And eval baseline was provided in [6] “i-vector svm ploy system”. 

We also reported the EER and minDCF results for the 

baseline systems, our individual systems, and fusion system 

systems in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.   

Table 3 

EER Results of the Baseline System, Individual Systems and Fusion 
Systems on the Dev and Eval Sets 

 DEV Set Eval Set 

 EER%  IMP. EER%  IMP. 

Baseline (i-vector 
SVM ploy) 

3.70 -- 3.06 -- 

GMM-SVM  0.741  80.0% 1.414  54.0% 

i-vector ploy SVM  0.753  80.0% 1.244  59.3% 

Linear fusion 0.556  84.9% 1.020  66.7% 

FoCal fusion  0.440  88.0% 1.090  64.4% 
 

Table 4 

minDCF Results of the Baseline System, Individual Systems and 
Fusion Systems on the Dev and Eval Sets 

 DEV Set Eval Set 

 minDCF  IMP. minDCF  IMP. 

Baseline (i-vector 
SVM poly) 

0.0368 -- 0.0303 -- 

GMM-SVM  0.0073 80.2% 0.0140 53.8% 

i-vector ploy SVM  0.0074 79.9% 0.0123 59.4% 

Linear fusion 0.0055 85.1% 0.0101 66.7% 

FoCal fusion  0.0042 88.6% 0.0108 64.4% 

 

We observed that our best single and fusion systems have 

80.0% and 88.0% relative EER improvement over the 

baseline system on development set.  For the evaluation set, 

our FoCal fusion system achieved 1.09% EER rate, which 

was 64.7% relative improvement over the baseline.  

Meanwhile, we also noticed that the performances of our 

system on minDCF also performed very well over the 

baseline on both the dev and eval sets.   

Figures 1 and 2 showed the DET curves of our two 

individual systems and two fusion systems on the 

development and evaluation sets, respectively. We can also 

draw similar conclusions. 
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Figure 1: Development Data DET Curve Performance for Two Individual 

System and Two Fusion Systems, 
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Figure 2: Evaluation data DET Curve Performance for two individual system 

and two fusion systems, 

Similar to [1, 6], we also report the comparison results of 

the language identification rates among the baseline and our 

individual, submitted fused systems on the dev and eval sets, 

respectively. Table 5 showed the IDR performances among 



baseline systems and our proposed systems.  From the results 

illustrated in Table 5, our systems also worked very well on 

the performance on IDR rates over baseline on both dev and 

eval sets. We achieve 98.9% and 97.6% IDR rate on dev and 

eval sets, respectively, which were around 8.80% and 5.25% 

relative improvement over the baseline.  We also observed 

that the fusion also help to improve their IDR performances.  

However, the IDR results from the simple linear fusion and 

FoCal based fusion were identical. The backend score 

calibration and relative fusion strategies did not help to 

improve language identification rate at this stage.  

Table 5: 

IDR Results of the Baseline System, Individual Systems and Fusion 
Systems on the Dev and Eval Sets 

 DEV Set Eval Set 

 IDR%  IMP. IDR%  IMP. 

Baseline (i-vector 
SVM poly) 

90.9 -- 92.73 -- 

GMM-SVM  98.2 8.03% 96.8 4.39% 

i-vector ploy SVM  98.2 8.03% 97.0 4.60% 

Linear fusion 98.6 8.47% 97.6 5.25% 

FoCal fusion  98.9 8.80% 97.6 5.25% 

 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

 We presented a detailed system description and analysis of 

the joint I2R-NUS submission to the AP16-OL7 challenge. 

Our approach was based on the state-of-the-art techniques, 

notably we used the bottleneck feature to capture long-term 

language cues. The language-dependent GMM-SVM system 

and i-vector polynomial expansion SVM system were adopted 

to conduct the evaluation.  We submitted 2 fusion systems, 

one primary and one contrastive, contrasting the effects with 

and without backend score processing. The experimental 

results demonstrated that BNF is one of the key factors for the 

good system performance that we have achieved.  Our final 

primary submission (FoCal fusion based system) achieved 

over 63% Cavg improvement compared to the baseline system 

on the final evaluation set.  Meanwhile, the score calibration 

and FoCal based fusion strategies are also important 

approaches to achieve good decision position.   

Meanwhile, we also noticed that the database and 

evaluation tasks are relative simple. Our i-vector system was 

only based on 512 GMM model. Post-evaluation experimental 

results demonstrated that if GMM model size is increased to 

2048, the results can be further improved.  
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